Exchange Servers Run Like New with Diskeeper

“We are happy with Diskeeper, and are fully standardized on Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008. The biggest reason for our widespread Diskeeper deployment was for database applications such as Sybase SQL, and Microsoft SQL, and Exchange Server, where the high number of minute transactions causes extensive disk fragmentation over time. With the industry we’re in, we also utilize laptops that our mobile clinicians use to do their clinical documentation while visiting patients in hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, and private homes throughout the five counties surrounding and including Philadelphia. Coupled with the limited defrag options in Windows and restriction of defrag utilities only to network administrators, we had a legitimate need for an intelligent defrag solution such as Diskeeper. What I’ve seen is a 20%+ gain in performance, which users are happy to take advantage of.”

Shane Kolp, Director of Information Technology, Keystone Home Health Services, Inc.

“I believe in the benefits of Diskeeper. Prior to installing Diskeeper throughout the organization, our PCs ran slower, and now Automatic defrag keeps our them running better. An optimized system with no extra work for the IT Staff? A no-brainer for any company.

“We are a medium-sized organization with HP G5/G6 Servers running Windows 2003 & Windows 2008; the roles include Exchange Server 2007, our Domain Controller, and Citrix.

“Having Diskeeper on our Servers and PCs keeps them working optimally. Diskeeper keeps our equipment working like new. Also, having the Administrator console makes deployment and management of Diskeeper easy. And with the new IntelliWrite & I-FAAST technologies, there is no work required on my part.

Brian Le Flem MCP, IT Manager, Business in the Community Belfast, Ireland

“Our Exchange Email server is busy quite often as you can imagine in a television work. Here Diskeeper has no special setup and it works great. Before installing Diskeeper the hard-drive made a lot of noise, not loud but noticeable over the other servers. Now I don’t even notice the drive noise. This server was helped in a huge way.

David A. Thiele, Information Technology Manager, KETC-TV/DT

“Diskeeper is a much better defrag than the one that comes with Windows. It is easy to deploy and maintain - an extremely good product! We run it on Exchange Server with a clustered environment and NetApp filer as data store, GIS data and applications. We are running SAP on Microsoft server clusters with a NetApp SAN backend. SQL 2005 is our database software.”

Ron Stuckey, IT Systems/Network Supervisor, Navajo Tribe UA Headquarters
“We use Diskeeper on our Exchange and fileserver. Qualitatively, I have noticed that my servers have performed more consistently since I implemented Diskeeper a few years back. There is a noticeable difference in older machines that do run Diskeeper, due to the fact that Diskeeper’s defragging algorithms are more efficient.”

Jeff Tsai, Network Administrator, United Way of Lower Mainland

“We love Diskeeper because we do not have to do anything with it other than install. Diskeeper is a vital tool that has kept us from manually having to defrag our SQL Servers, Exchange Servers, file servers and VMware ESX. This has saved us from having someone up in the middle of the night to do the work. It also kept us from "forgetting" to defrag since it would have been a manual process. We are satisfied with the product; there is no doubt that Diskeeper is very, very useful.”

David Poe, Chief Service Officer, Upic Solutions